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INTRODUCTION

As Web-based information systems and applica-
tions have been growing more and more complex, 
the concept of “Web engineering” begins to prevail. 

about the employment of systematic and disciplined 
approaches to the development and management of 
Web sites and Web applications (Lowe, 1999; Murug-

diverse principles from multiple disciplines including 
hypermedia, software engineering, human computer 
interaction, conceptual modeling, information retrieval, 
networking, etc.

The concept of Web engineering was developed in 
the middle 1990s when Web development practitioners 
and researchers eventually realized that Web develop-
ment is beyond just Web page design and a systematical 
process is needed to develop large scale Web sites. 
White from Stanford organized a tutorial about Web 
document engineering (White, 1996) at the 5th World 
Wide Web Conference in 1996 and introduced ap-

the Web has had such a tremendous advance that it has 
grown from a mere publishing medium to a platform 
for a full range of applications and systems. This adds 

development.
It has been more than 10 years since White’s tutorial 

at the 5th WWW conference. What has changed in all 
these years? What is the status of Web engineering at 
present? What are the challenges and opportunities in 
future? This article will introduce Web engineering with 
a historical perspective on the following three issues: 

1. Evolvement of the Web information system con-
cept

2. Web application development characteristics and 
major techniques/methodologies

3. Development of Web engineering as a discipline 
and as a community

BACKGROUND: WEB INFORMATION
SYSTEM

The core artifacts of Web engineering are informa-
tion and computer applications based on the Web. A 
number of terms have been used to label this artifact, 
including homepage, Web page, Web document (White, 

1998), Web(-based) application (Kappel, Pröll, Reich, 

system (Lowe, 2001; Murugesan et al., 1999), and 
Web(-based) information system (Isakowitz, Bieber, 

-
standing of Web information system, especially at its 
different evolvement stage. Many people use these 

one they choose to use. But the meanings of them are 
not exactly the same, especially viewed in a historical 
perspective. (To be consistent, the term “Web informa-
tion system (WIS)” will be used in this article.)

-
dium. Before the middle 1990s, Web sites were mainly 
static and were used mainly for information or docu-

publication, not a piece of software” (Stross, 1996, p. 
180). The term “Web document” given by White (1996) 

-

thought of as a single Web document if it represents a 
single, logical information space.

During the late 1990s, with the wide spread of server 
side technologies such as CGI and ASP, and database 
connectivity technologies such as ODBC, more func-
tionalities were developed and provided on the Web. 
The scope of WIS had been expanded to include more 
complex applications, such as transaction, analysis, 
information management, entertainment, collaboration, 
etc. It also grew into a platform to support complex 
enterprise systems. The Web was eventually perceived 
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to be software applications besides just information 
and documents. Thus, terms such as Web application 
and Web information system were used to mean some-
thing different from Web page or Web document. The 

evolving role of Web:

utilizing the technology of the WWW, and accessed by 
the majority of its users via a browser.

Christodoulou and Papatheodorou (2005) go further 
to distinguish Web page, Web application, and WIS, 
thus giving a more complete understanding of these 
related terms: 

WIS is an information system utilizing Web technolo-

presentation/interaction user interface on Web-enabled 
devices.

Web applications are the different functionality-oriented 
components of a WIS. A Web application is actually a 

or functionality. Many developers use these terms as 
synonymous, especially for small WISs.

-
velopment in the late 1990s and earlier 2000s. How-

latest development of Web services, which typically 
do not provide a user interface. To accommodate this 

slightly as: 

A Web information system is an information system 
that utilizes Web technologies to deliver information 
and services to users or other information systems/ap-

-
ity-oriented component that utilizes Web technologies 
to deliver information and services to users or other 
applications/information systems. A Web information 
system usually consists of one or more Web applica-
tions, together with information components and other 
non-Web components.

in the near future as the Web is still growing at a fast 

-
able because of new systems or new applications that 
expand the use of WWW (for example, the recent 
prevailing concept and implementation of Web 2.0). 
The diversity of WISs also creates problems for a 

Web Information
Systems

Different types of WISs vary in their purpose, scope, 

to understand WIS more in depth. It is also necessary 
because different types of WIS potentially need different 
techniques and approaches to development and mainte-
nance. As yet, there is no complete or widely accepted 

tended to be based on the scope and complexity of 
WIS. Powell et al. (1998) simply categorized Web 
sites into Internet (public access), intranet (internal to 
an organization), and extranet (limited and controlled 

by Isakowitz et al. (1998), which further divided public 
access sites into Web-presence sites that are market-
ing tools designed to reach consumers and electronic 
commerce systems that support consumer interaction. 
Powell et al. (1998) also categorized Web sites by 
complexity levels into static (pure static Web pages), 
dynamic (database driven), interactive (dynamic data 
access), and fully functional sites (supporting processes 
and transactions).

Later, functionalities by Web sites were consid-

Murugesan (2001), Deshpande et al. (2002), and 
Murugesan et al. (2005) provide similar taxonomies 
based on WIS functionality: informational (news, 

-
ized information presentation), transaction (shopping, 

scheduling, management), collaborative (group/team 
site, Wiki), online community (forum, BBS), and Web 
portals (which provide a mixture of information and 
functionality above).

traditional perception of WIS as Web sites. They do 
not cover new developments of WIS. Thus, the clas-
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